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This comprehensive, two-volume package provides users with a solid overview of clutches,
transmissions, transaxles, drive axles, differentials, and four-wheel drive systems. The updated
fourth edition features the latest technological developments, including dual clutch systems, various
limited-slip differential designs, six speed transmissions, constantly variable transmissions, and
self-shifting manual transmissions. With a sharp focus on current technologies and the inclusion of
outstanding learning features, this new edition provides an excellent classroom resource for
students preparing to become future technicians! --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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This is a great text for the beginner learning about automotive powertrain's. The book is an easy
read and flows quite naturally. I have read some other texts geared towards automotive
students/hobbyists and have found that some are like reading a boeing repair manual. This one is
not like that. I hope this helps!

Manual Trannys can be a major pain. This is a very comprehensive set. It has a classroom manual
and a shop manual. The classroom manual explains the the basics. The way the transmission and
it's parts & pieces are constructed and the way they operate. The shop manual is pretty detailed as

well. It described repair and service procedures. This is one of those books that is great to hold on
to even after you take the class. You can reference it when you are performing service and run into
questions. By the time you get through these, you should have a good understanding of how
everything works from the flywheel, all the way to the drive wheels.

Having used this book as a classroom manual (TWO BOOK SET) I have to say I have been quite
pleased. This book is easy to read and follow and covers in detail manual transmissions,
differentials, transfercases, driveshafts, CV shafts, and clutches. This book will set you up to learn
more advanced systems.

These book are great and informative but, unfortunately, I did not receive the classroom manual. It
is not worth returning since I bought a used set and with shipping cost, it will not be worth the time
and money. I will have to look elsewhere.Update: I contacted the supplier and they were able to
refund the amond so kudos to them and for their assistance. I did place an order for another set
and will arrive soon.

The book is great and it came fast. I used this book in a class I took and wanted one for my
personal use. The original price I paid for it back then was over a $100 bucks this was a bargain.

I really liked the option of renting this book and having it downloaded to my I-pad the only thing I
didn't like is not having page numbers to reference to when having classroom discussions . Over all
I would recommend this book and features to others

It tells you everything you need to know about manual transmissions. It came on time, and it's useful
to rebuilding and overhaul manual transmissions, clutces, fly wheels, rear differentials.

as a text book this manual is used in conjunction with a shop manual. there is a lot of good info
inside but the organization and layout can make it a little hard to slog through.
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